Introduction

Intermediate concepts in a normative system
Janus, the Roman god of beginnings and endings, had two faces. Likewise, legal concepts have two faces, one turned towards facts and description, the other turned towards legal consequences. The ultimate grounds for there being a valid contract are described in an essentially empirical way, as a matter of actions, beliefs, intentions, absence of certain kinds of influence, such as violence or deceit, etc. The ultimate consequences of there being a valid contract are described essentially in deontic terms as a matter of rights and duties between the parties. One set of rules relate to the factual requirements for a valid contract, another set of rules relate to the deontic consequences of a valid contract. Similarly for other legal terms such as citizenship, guardianship, ownership, possession, etc. We might say that ownership, valid contract, citizenship, etc. are "intermediate" between certain facts (grounds) and certain deontic positions (legal consequences).
In a series of papers, the present authors have aimed at developing an algebraic framework for elucidating the role of intermediate concepts, or "intermediaries", in normative systems. 1 See [8, 10, [13] [14] [15] . Cf. as well [12, 24] and [21] . 2 In these papers, emphasis is put on distinguishing various relations of "closeness" and "minimality". As a first hint, we consider the following three rules (1)- (3):
( The rules (1)- (3) are represented by three ordered pairs a 1 , a 2 , a 2 , a 3 , a 1 , a 3 of concepts, called "conditions", where a 1 , a 2 , a 3 are considered to be of "different sorts". For any such pair a i , a j we consider whether (in a sense to be defined) a i is a "weakest ground" for a j , and whether a j is a "strongest consequence" of a i . If both of these hold, then the implication from a i (x, y) to a j (x, y) is "minimal", and the pair a i , a j represents what we call a "minimal joining".
In our formal analysis of intermediate concepts, we make use of a technical notion "intervenient", intended to capture essential features of what, intuitively, can be regarded as intermediate concepts (intermediaries) in the law. 3 If a 1 , a 2 , a 3 are as in rules (1)-(3) and it holds both that a 1 is a weakest ground of the intermediary a 2 , and that a 3 is the strongest consequence of a 2 , then, in the formal theory, a 2 is called an intervenient, and a 2 is said to "correspond" to the pair a 1 , a 3 .
In a full-fledged formal theory, the following features of intermediate concepts are important.
•
Relationships of weakest ground, strongest consequence, and the effective expressiveness of intermediate concepts
An important issue in the classical debate on intermediate concepts was how these concepts (for example "ownership") served to reduce the number of legal rules needed for expressing the contents of the legal system. 4 This feature can be called "economy of expression". 5 An essential element in the analysis performed by the present authors is that relations of weakest ground, strongest consequence, and minimality, as outlined above, are decisive for how economy of expression is accomplished and for how changes of a system can be effectively achieved. See [8, 10, 12, 13, 15] and cf. [24] . On minimality see, in particular, the theorems on "connections" in [12] . Other notions defined by us for this purpose are those of "base of a system" and "base of intervenients" of a system. (See [13] and [15] .) In the present paper we systematize different minimality relations, aiming at a typology.
Networks of Boolean structures (strata) of intermediate concepts
Within the classical debate, the analysis of legal concepts as intermediate only dealt with intermediate concepts (like "ownership") taken singly. In a comprehensive system of legal concepts, however, sets of intermediate concepts constitute subsystems where the consequence-structure in one system can be the ground-structure in another. 6 Therefore, the pattern of a comprehensive system of legal concepts is usually that of a network of structures of intermediate concepts.
(See the middle part of Fig. 1 .) Legal theory and concept formation essentially deals with the "box" between input and output. In the 3 Our basic formal framework is abstract in the sense that the main algebraic results have other areas of applications than intermediate concepts in the law. We always endeavour to make the algebraic results independent of any specific interpretation. Thus, the so-called cis model (cis for "conceptual implication structure") of the abstract theory, intended as a tool, e.g. for analysis of intermediaries in legal systems, only plays the part of one of several models for the theory. 4 See Ross in [25, 26] and Wedberg in [28] . 5 For references to Wedberg-Ross and the early Scandinavian debate, see [8, 10, 15] , and Lindahl in [7] . For a recent contribution, cf. as well [27] . 6 In some recent versions of the so-called "Counts-as" theory, the concepts dealt with can be thought of as constituting a chain. See [15] , and cf. [3] .
box in the middle of Fig. 1 , each of the nodes represents a structure of several interconnected concepts rather than a single concept.
In the present paper, we take a first step towards analyzing networks of structures of intermediate concepts.
• •
Openness of intermediate concepts
As is well known, there are numerous cases where legal concepts are vague or "open textured", and power to interpret the concepts is conferred on judges and other persons who apply the law. Obvious examples are such concepts as "negligent" or "reasonable" but considerable openness also is a feature of such concepts as "public interest", "contract" and "ownership". Often the vague concepts occur within a chain or network, and, to arrive at deontic consequences, deduction must be combined with step by step interpretative decisions for the concepts in the chain or network. The occurrence of "open" legal concepts is a strong argument against any reductionist idea that legal reasoning might in general proceed directly from facts to deontic consequences so as to dispense with intermediate concepts. (Cf. [15] .) In previous papers [8, [13] [14] [15] , we have dealt algebraically with the problem of "open" legal intermediaries. If there is a chain or network of open concepts, the algebraic analysis will be very complex. In the present paper, we do not deal specifically with "open" intermediaries.
Organization of the paper
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1.3, the formal framework is summarily introduced and shortly motivated. Next, in Section 1.4, a fairly complex legal example (ownership and trust) is presented, a small legal network of strata, intended to illustrate the subsequent formal development. 7 In Section 2, the basic formal framework is presented, providing theoretical tools to be used in the sequel. Sections 3 and 4 are the central parts of the paper, the first of which deals with the theory of minimality and the second with the theory of intervenients. In Section 5, we summarize our previous work in the area as well as two recently developed theories of others. In Section 6, which is the conclusion, some suggestions are made with a view to future work.
First introduction to our framework
The basic framework of our analysis is purely algebraic but has been developed with a preferred model in view. This model, called "conceptual implication structure" (cis), has limitations. In our view, however, the model provides means for seeing and formulating distinctions and features that elucidate the different character of various kinds of concepts in actual normative systems. In this subsection we introduce the formal framework in terms of the cis-model. 8 The most general framework for the cis model is a Boolean algebra B, ∧, supplemented by a binary relation ρ. The algebra B, ∧, provides the language of the system, and the elements of B are called "conditions". In the supplemented Boolean algebra, (sBa) B, ∧, , ρ the relation ρ is a general implicative relation in B such that aρb represents any implication "if a then b" that holds in the normative system, regardless of its character. Thus, if, in the Boolean algebra B, ∧, , it holds that ¬(a b), nevertheless in the sBa B, ∧, , ρ , it can hold that aρb ("a implies b"), e.g., due to deontic logic, definitions, empirical laws, norms instituted by a legislator in the system and so forth. It should be observed, however, that the choice between representing aρb by aRb ("one sort") within one Bqo B, ∧, , R or by a J i, j b ("two sorts"), where J i, j is a relation from one Bqo B i to another Bqo B j , to some extent is pragmatic, and that the formal theory to be developed below does not preclude this choice. Rather, when the formal theory is applied, the choice depends on the focus of the representation and which distinction of sorts best serves the representation.
Intermediate concepts in a normative system (like purchase and ownership) cannot be classified as purely empirical or as purely deontic. If a is purchase and b is ownership (see the example below in Section 1.4, Fig. 3 ), the choice between representing aρb ("purchase implies ownership") by aRb ("one sort") within one Bqo B, ∧, , R or by a J i, j b ("two sorts"), where J i, j is a relation from one Bqo B i to another Bqo B j , depends on what best serves the representation. In the example shown in Fig. 3 , our point of departure is that distinguishing B 2 and B 4 as different Bqo's connected by joining relations provides a richer assortment of tools for analysis than assembling all conditions in the three Bqo's in one single Bqo B with an implicative relation R.
A triple B i , B j , J i, j consisting of two Bqo's B i , B j interconnected by a set J i, j of joinings (implications) between their elements, is called a "Boolean joining system" (Bjs).
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As mentioned in Section 1.1, the subset of minimal joinings from B i to B j (referred to as min J i, j ) is of special importance for characterizing the interrelation between B i and B j . Minimal joinings play an essential part for characterizing the contents of a normative system and for effectively describing changes made in such a system. Informally, a minimal joining is a joining such that there is no other joining that is "narrower". Thus, in an obvious way, the norm a 1 , a 2 in Fig. 2 .) The intro-condition is the weakest ground in B i for m, and the elimcondition is the strongest consequence in B j of m. Thus one can derive m from conditions in B i only via the intro-condition, and one can derive conditions in B j from m only via the elim-condition.
A legal example
The framework and theory in the next sections will be illustrated by a running example, a legal example concerning ownership and trust. 
of relations such that, for B i , B j ∈ A, J i, j is a subset of B i × B j and denotes the set of joinings from B i to B j . 13 
The basic formal framework
Introduction
In this section we introduce the basic concepts in our representation of normative systems. As mentioned in Section 1.3, the algebraic structures we will use are Boolean quasi-orderings and Boolean joining systems. A Boolean quasi-ordering is a Boolean algebra extended with a quasi-ordering (see Definition 7 below for details). A Boolean joining system is a structure of two Boolean quasi-orderings and a joining relation from one of these to the other (see Definitions 12 and 16 below). Before we come to Boolean quasi-orderings and Boolean joining systems we define some formal notions that will be used in what follows. 14 
Quasi-orderings and quasi-lattices
Some general notions
Much of the study of ordering relations in mathematics seems to have partial orderings as its basic structure. Lattices and Boolean algebras, for example, are partially ordered sets. In the study of norms and conceptual systems, it is more convenient to take quasi-orderings as the formal framework. Basic definitions and results about quasi-orderings follow below.
Definition 1. The binary relation R is a quasi-ordering on A if R is transitive and reflexive in A.
Writing Q for the equality part of R we say that xQ y holds iff xR y and yRx. Also, writing P for the strict part of R we put xP y iff xR y and not yRx.
A quasi-ordering is closely related to a partial ordering. If B, R is a quasi-ordering and Q is the equivalence part of R, then R generates a partial ordering on the set of Q -equivalence classes generated from B.
Definition 2.
Suppose that X ⊆ A. Then x is a minimal element in X with respect to R iff there is no y ∈ X such that y P x. x is a maximal element in X with respect to R iff there is no y ∈ X such that xP y. The set of minimal elements in X with respect to R is denoted min R X and the set of maximal elements of X with respect to R is denoted max R X . x is a least element in X with respect to R iff for all y ∈ X , xR y. x is a greatest element in X with respect to R iff for all y ∈ X , yRx.
The notions of least upper bound and greatest lower bound are usually defined for partial orderings and not for quasiorderings. We note that (in contrast to what holds for partial orderings) a least upper bound or a greatest lower bound relative to a quasi-ordering A, R need not be unique.
Definition 3.
Let R be a quasi-ordering on a set A with X ⊆ A. Then ub R X = {a ∈ A: ∀x ∈ X: xRa}, lb R X = {a ∈ A: ∀x ∈ X: aRx},
According to standard algebraic terminology, a partially ordered set L, is a lattice if for all a, b ∈ L, sup {a, b} and inf {a, b} exist in L. (In connection with partial orderings, we prefer to use sup and inf instead of lub and glb respectively.)
L,
is complete if inf X and sup X exist for all X ⊆ L. We generalize these notions to quasi-orderings.
Definition 4.
If A, R is a quasi-ordering such that lub R {a, b} = ∅ and glb R {a, b} = ∅ for all a, b ∈ A, 13 In this footnote we make some assumptions concerning the example. The notions used will be clarified subsequently in the paper. We suppose that S = B, ∧, , ρ is an sBa and that 3, 5 , and B 4 , B 5 , J 4, 5 are Bjs lying within S and satisfying connectivity. We suppose further that B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , B 4 , B 5 , are pairwise non-overlapping and that we presume that, for any individuals x, y and goods z, it holds that x does not both purchase and inherit z from y: The one excludes the other. Similarly, a
, it is (we presume) excluded that x is both owner and trustee of property z. 14 In the following we adopt the convention that theorems for which the proofs are not given here are called propositions. then A, R will be called a quasi-lattice. If lub R X = ∅ and glb R X = ∅ for all X ⊆ A, then a quasi-ordering A, R is a complete quasi-lattice. 
Proposition 5. Suppose that A, R is a quasi-lattice, that Q the indifference-part of R, and that A Q is the set of Q -equivalence classes generated by elements of
Boolean and latticed quasi-orderings
Definition 6. B, ∧, , ρ is a supplemented Boolean algebra (sBa) if B, ∧, is a Boolean algebra, ρ is a binary relation on B and the partial ordering determined by the Boolean algebra B, ∧, is a subset of ρ.
Definition 7. The relational structure B, ∧, , R is a Boolean quasi-ordering (Bqo) if B, ∧, is a Boolean algebra and R is a quasi-ordering, ⊥ is the zero element and is the unit element, such that R satisfies the additional requirements:
(1) aRb and aRc implies aR(b ∧ c),
In the ownership/trust example (Section 1.4, Fig. 3 ), each of B 1 -B 5 are Boolean quasi-orderings, and thus, for each B i , ∧, , R i among them, R i is supposed to fulfill the requirements (1)- (4).
Definition 9. The relational structure A, ∧, ∨, R is a latticed quasi-ordering (Lqo) if A, ∧, ∨ is a lattice and R is a quasiordering such that R satisfies the additional requirements:
The transition to the quotient algebra of A, ∧, ∨ with respect to the equality part of R will result in a lattice. 
Narrowness and minimal elements
In the introductory Section 1.3, the notion of narrowness was introduced informally. The formal definition is as follows.
Definition 11.
(1) The narrowness relation determined by the quasi-orderings X 1 , R 1 and X 2 , R 2 is the binary relation P on
is a minimal element in Y with respect to P. The set of minimal elements in Y with respect to P is denoted min
(When there is no risk of ambiguity we write just min Y .)
Note that P is a quasi-ordering, i.e. transitive and reflexive. Let denote the equality part of P and the strict part of P. Then the following holds:
where Q i is the equality-part of R i and P i is the strict part of R i . 15 Requirements (3) and (4) can be expressed equivalently by saying that R is a non-total super-relation of the Boolean ordering . More exactly, suppose that B, ∧, is a Boolean algebra, that is the partial ordering determined by the algebra, and that R is a transitive relation on B. Then the conjunction of (3) and (4) is equivalent to the conjunction of (i) is a subset of R, and (ii) R is a proper subset of B × B. 16 As usual, is defined by a b if and only if a ∧ b = a.
Note that x 1 , x 2 is a minimal element in Y ⊆ X 1 × X 2 with respect to X 1 , R 1 and X 2 , R 2 if and only if there is no (1) for all
Joining systems
The index of lub and glb is omitted when there is no risk of ambiguity. If B 1 , B 2 , J is a joining system, then the elements in J are called joinings from B 1 to B 2 , and we call J the joining-space
Hence, if connectivity holds, min J determines J in a simple way. In what follows, when more than two joining systems are involved, the sign J for a set of joinings will be annexed with two indices. Thus, the set of joinings from a quasi-ordering B i to a quasi-ordering B j will be denoted J i, j . Accordingly, the joining system from B i to B j is denoted B i , B j , J i, j . Proof. We begin by proving condition (1) in the definition of a Js (Definition 12). Suppose that a 1 , a 3 ∈ J 1,2 | J 2,3 and
We now prove condition (2) in the definition of a Js. Suppose that C 1 ⊆ B 1 and
is a Js, this implies that c 1 , a 2 ∈ J 1,2 for all c 1 ∈ C 1 , and, consequently,
The proof of condition (3) is analogous and is omitted. 2
Minimal joinings in a Js
In the introductory Sections 1.1 and 1.3, the subset of joinings from one Bqo to another, called the set of minimal joinings, was introduced informally. Minimal joinings in a Js will be a central theme in the subsequent presentation. The formal definition is as follows (we recall the definition of "minimal element" in Definition 11). 
, where, as just indicated, a
Boolean joining systems
A fundamental construction for the representation of a normative system is that of a Boolean joining system. If N is a two-strata system of conditional norms, then N can be represented by a Bjs B 1 17 In the ownership/trust example (Section 1.4), we suppose that each of In the ownership/trust example (Section 1.4, Fig. 3 ), the joinings shown in the figure are non-degenerated joinings. Note that
Proof. Note first that ⊥, ⊥ , , 
, . We have thus proved that
This proves that
Quasi-ordering correspondences
Basic definitions
In the present subsection we introduce some elementary notions, in particular the notion of "correspondence", serving as a basis among other things, for the notions of "order preservation" and "absorption" to be defined in Section 2.5.2. 19 For the notion of "correspondence", see, for example, [2, p. 9 ff.]. In this section, the notion of correspondences is introduced as a tool for studying the similarity between structures, for example between B 1 and B 2 in a Bjs B 1 , B 2 , J . The use of correspondences allows a generalization of the notion of isomorphism between structures, which is useful in the study of joining systems. 20 If the triple X, Y , γ is a correspondence from X to Y it is sometimes more convenient to say that γ is a correspondence from X to Y and that γ −1 is a correspondence from Y to X . If γ is a correspondence from X to Y , Y is often called the image of X by γ , or, shorter, the γ -image of X . 21 
In the ownership/trust example (Section 1.4, Fig. 3 
then we say that Γ is an absorbing qo-correspondence (since γ "absorbs" R 1 and R 2 ).
Note that
Of the following two propositions, the first elucidates the character of Boolean joining systems, and the second the character of supplemented Boolean algebras.
Proposition 26. Every joining-system is an absorbing qo-correspondence (cf. Definition 25).
Proposition 27. Suppose that X, R is a quasi-ordering, X 1 , X 2 ⊆ X and R i = R/ X i for i = 1, 2, and γ
is an absorbing qo-correspondence. 22 The definitions of order-similarity and of absorbing quasi-ordering correspondences can easily be generalized to Boolean quasi-ordering correspondences. To what extent B 1 and B 2 in a Boolean joining system B 1 , B 2 , J are order similar will be investigated in a later section (see Section 3.3.3).
In the ownership/trust example (Section 1.4, Fig. 3 ), we assume, for instance, that J 1,2 is an absorbing B qo- 
Minimality
Introduction
In our algebraic theory, an essential component for representing a normative system is the set of minimal joinings in a Bjs. Also, as will appear from a central theorem (Theorem 52 in Section 3.3.3) the set of minimal joinings in a Bjs exhibits a quasi-lattice structure. In [11] , this idea is exploited in the analysis of subtraction and addition of norms in a normative system.
Therefore, the present section on "minimality" is one of the two main sections of our paper (the other is Section 4 below on intervenients). The present section, which also is a basis for the subsequent theory of intervenients, includes a number of results on the interrelations between the notions of weakest grounds, strongest consequences, and minimal joinings. The presentation is illustrated by specific pictures A-J in Figs. 4, 5 and 7, but as well by the legal example concerning ownership and trusteeship (Section 1.4, Fig. 3 ).
In the present section (Section 3), we presuppose that S = B, ∧, , ρ is an sBa and that B 1 , B 2 , J is a Bjs lying within S. When there is no risk of ambiguity, we omit the reference to S. In order to simplify the notation, we adopt the subscript convention that, for any a i , where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .}, it is to be understood implicitly that a i ∈ B i .
Weakest grounds and strongest consequences
The notions of weakest ground and strongest consequence are essential to the definition of "intervenient" in the subsequent Section 4.
That a 1 ∈ B 1 is one of the weakest grounds in B 1 of a 2 ∈ B 2 , with respect to S, is denoted WG S (a 1 , a 2 , B 1 ), and that a 2 ∈ B 2 is one of the strongest consequences in B 2 of a 1 ∈ B 1 , with respect to S, is denoted SC S (a 2 , a 1 , B 2 ) 
Proposition 29. Suppose that B 1 , B 2 , J is a Bjs. Fig. 4 
(i) (See
.A.) Suppose that a
(ii) (See Fig. 4 
.B.) Suppose that
Some of the statements in the proposition above are exemplified below. Fig. 3 
Example 30. (ii) (See
Theorem 42. Suppose that the Bjs B 1 , B 2 , J satisfies connectivity. Then
Proof. We prove (1) The theorem says that the weakest grounds of the elements in B 2 are the "bottoms" in min J , and that the strongest consequences of the elements in B 1 are the "tops" in min J . Fig. 4 If a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 ∈ min J then a 1 R 1 b 1 iff a 2 R 2 b 2 . (ii) (See Fig. 4.F (See Fig. 5 Fig. 3 .) We have a The proposition below describes the situation. Fig. 5 Note that R low is a quasi-ordering.
General results on minimal joinings and connectivity
Proposition 43. (See
∨ b 1 R 1 d 1 . Proof. (1) Since a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 ∈ J it follows that a 1 ∧ b 1 , a 2 ∧ b 2 ∈ J .∧ b 1 R 1 c 1 it follows that a 1 ∧ b 1 Q 1 c 1 . Hence, a 1 ∧ b 1 , c 2 ∈ min J . Note that c 2 R 2 a 2 ∧ b 2 . (2) Since a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 ∈ J it follows that a 1 ∨ b 1 , a 2 ∨ b 2 ∈ J . From connectivity follows that there is d 1 , d 2 ∈ min J such that d 1 , d 2 P a 1 ∨ b 1 , a 2 ∨ b 2 , which implies that a 1 ∨ b 1 R 1 d 1 and d 2 R 2 a 2 ∨ b 2 . From this follows that a 1 R 1 d 1 and b 1 R 1 d 1 . Since a 1 , a 2 , d 1 , d 2 ∈ min J if follows from a 1 R 1 d 1 according to Corollary 44 that a 2 R 2 d 2 . Since b 1 , b 2 , d 1 , d 2 ∈ min J if follows from b 1 R 1 d 1 according to Corollary 44 that b 2 R 2 d 2 . a 2 R 2 d 2 and b 2 R 2 d 2 implies that a 2 ∨ b 2 R 2 d 2 . Since it also holds that d 2 R 2 a 2 ∨ b 2 it follows that a 2 ∨ b 2 Q 2 d 2 . Hence, d 1 , a 2 ∨ b 2 ∈ min J . Note that a 1 ∨ b 1 R 1 d 1 . 2 If.G.) If J 1,2 | J 2,3 = J 1,3 , then min J 1,2 | min J 2,3 ⊆ min J 1,3 .
Example 47. (See
Proposition 48. (See
We recall the definition of projections π i (Definition 41 in Section 3.3.1). 
is an order-preserving quasi-order correspondence (cf. Definitions 22 and 21).
The corollary says that in a Bjs B 1 , B 2 , J , the R 1 -structure of set of "bottoms" of min J is order similar to the R 2 -structure of the set of "tops" of min J .
In the ownership/trust example of Section 1.4, Fig. 3 , it is seen from the figure that in the Bjs B 4 , B 5 , J 4,5 , there are three lines from B 4 to B 5 , denoting the three non-degenerated elements of min J 4,5 . The R 4 -structure of the set of bottoms of these joinings is order similar to the R 5 -structure of the set of tops. 
Analogously it is proven that each pair of elements has a least upper bound. 2
Theorem 52 is central as regards the representation of normative systems by minimal joinings. In [11, Sections 3.3 and 4.1, 4.2] an earlier version of the theorem is extensively discussed in connection with a legal example regarding subtraction and addition of norms. In the present paper, we will merely illustrate the theorem by one example from the ownership/trust example in Section 1.4, Fig. 3 . The example is constructed from the set of minimal joinings from B 4 to B 5 . The quasi-lattice in this case is shown by Fig. 6 . 23 In the Bjs's B 2 , B 4 , J 2,4 , B 2 , B 5 , J 2,5 , B 1 , B 4 , J 1,4 , B 1 , B 5 , J 1,5 , B 3 , B 4 , J 3,4 , B 3 , B 5 , J 3,5 of Fig. 3 , the set of minimal joinings has only one non-degenerated element; hence, obviously there is order-similarity. In the Bjs B 1 , B 2 , J 1,2 , there are several minimal joinings. In this case, the order-similarity would be seen if all disjunctions of a 
Intervenients
Basic definition and general results
In the introduction, Section 1.1, we noted that, in the classical debate on intermediate concepts (like "ownership"), their role for reducing the number of legal rules was emphasized. This feature was called "economy of expression". In the present section, we lay the foundations for studying the use of intervenients in characterizing a Bjs (or a normative system as a network of Bjs's) and in accomplishing changes in a Bjs by changing grounds and/or consequences of intervenients.
'To be an intervenient' is a notion defined within the formal framework as a tool for studying intermediate concepts. In this entire main section (Section 4) we will investigate the structure of the intervenients between two strata, primarily the Boolean operations on intervenients. We presuppose that S = B, ∧, , ρ is an sBa and that B 1 , B 2 , J 1,2 , B 2 , B 3 , J 2,3 and B 1 , B 3 , J 1,3 are Bjs lying within S and satisfying connectivity. We suppose further that B 1 , B 2 , B 3 are pairwise nonoverlapping and that J 1,3 ⊇ J 1,2 | J 2,3 . The last assumption means that if there is a 2 ∈ B 2 such that a 1 , a 2 ∈ J 1,2 and a 2 , a 3 ∈ J 2,3 then a 1 , a 3 ∈ J 1,3 which holds if ρ is transitive.
In order to simplify the notation we drop the reference to the sBa S. Also, for elements of the domains of Bqo's, we adopt the indexing convention that a i ∈ B i , i.e., a 1 ∈ B 1 , a 2 ∈ B 2 , etc.
Definition 53. We say that a 2 is an intervenient from B 1 to B 3 in S corresponding to a 1 , a 3 ∈ J 1,3 , denoted a 2  a 1 , a 3 , if a 1 is a non-degenerated weakest ground for a 2 and a 3 is a non-degenerated strongest consequence of a 2 . We introduce the following notation. Iv(B 2 , B 1 , B 3 ) denotes the set of elements in B 2 which are intervenients from B 1 to B 3 in S. The set of ordered pairs corresponding to the intervenients in Iv(B 2 ,
Note that if a 2 ∈ B 2 is an intervenient from B 1 to B 3 then there is a 1 ∈ B 1 and a 3 ∈ B 3 such that a 2 is situated between B 1 and B 3 in S in the sense that a 1 , a 2 ∈ J 1,2 , a 2 , a 3 ∈ J 2,3 and a 1 , a 3 ∈ J 1,3 . Let us now look at the converse of this statement. Suppose that a 2 is situated between B 1 and B 3 . Under what conditions is a 2 an intervenient from B 1 to B 3 ? Theorem 55 and Corollary 56 state such conditions. Theorem 55. Suppose that B 1 and B 3 are order complete (see Definition 8) . If ⊥P 1 a 1 , a 3 P 3 , and a 1 , a 3 ∈ J 1,3 and there is a 2 ∈ B 2 such that a 1 , a 2 ∈ J 1,2 and a 2 , a 3 ∈ J 2,3 , then a 2 ∈ Iv(B 2 , B 1 , B 3 ).
Proof. Suppose that ⊥P 1 a 1 , a 3 P 3 , a 1 , a 3 ∈ J 1,3 and a 2 ∈ B 2 such that a 1 , a 2 ∈ J 1,2 and a 2 , a 3 ∈ J 2,3 .
(1) From the assumption follows a 1 ∈ J 
One possible use of intervenients is for characterizing a Boolean joining system. Intervenients from B 1 to B 3 can be used for defining or characterizing the Boolean joining system B 1 , B 3 , J 1, 3 . If Co(B 2 , B 1 , B 3 ) "generates" J 1,3 then J 1,3 is "mediated" by Iv (B 2 , B 1 , B 3 ). For example, it might be the case that Co (B 2 , B 1 , B 3 . Since the minimal elements in a joining space characterize the joining space in a simple way, intervenients that correspond to minimal elements are of special interest. I.e., we are interested in a 2 ∈ B 2 such that a 2 a 1 , a 3 , where a 1 , a 3 ∈ min J 1,3 . We will study the relation between the minimal elements in the joining spaces J 1,2 , J 2,3 and J 1,3 and, furthermore, the interplay between being an intervenient in B 2 and being a component in the minimal elements in the three joining spaces.
For the following Propositions 57 and 58, we presuppose that J 1,3 = J 1,2 | J 2, 3 . This means that a 1 , a 3 ∈ J 1,3 iff there is a 2 ∈ B 2 such that a 1 , a 2 ∈ J 1,2 and a 2 , a 3 ∈ J 2,3 . Fig. 7.I.) Suppose that a 1 , a 2 ∈ min J 1,2 , a 2 , a 3 ∈ min J 2,3 , not a 1 R 1 ⊥ and not R 3 a 3 . Then a 2  a 1 , a 3 . From Proposition 48 follows:
Proposition 57. (See
Proposition 58. (See Fig. 7 
Boolean operations on intervenients
Some important questions in the study of intervenients are the following. If we apply the Boolean operations conjunction, disjunction and negation on intervenients, will the result be intervenients as well? Furthermore, which is the relationship between the conjunction of the weakest grounds of two intervenients and the weakest ground of their conjunction, and similarly for disjunction and negation? The same question arises with regard to strongest consequences. We will here consider conjunction and disjunction of pairs of intervenients. As regards negation of an intervenient, we refer the reader to [15, Section 2.3.4] . Of special interest is Boolean operations in connection with minimality.
The following theorem states a necessary and sufficient condition for a conjunction of intervenients being an intervenient, and similarly for a disjunction of intervenients. 
Since a 3 P 3 and b 3 P 3 it follows that (a 3 ∧ b 3 )P 3 . Hence, from Theorem 55 it follows that 
The following proposition states the relationships between the Boolean operations on intervenients and the corresponding operations on grounds and consequences, respectively. These relationships are important for the discussion of organic wholes of intervenients in the next section. 
The following proposition and theorem connect Boolean operations of intervenients to minimality. 
. (2) is proved analogously . From a 1 , a 3 , b 1 , b 3 ∈ min J 1,3 it follows according to Theorem 45 that there is , with a reference to G.E. Moore's ideas of "organic unities" of values, we introduced the notion of "organic wholes". 25 In a context of norms, and within our algebraic framework of Boolean joining systems, the idea of organic wholes refers to the normative impact of a Boolean compound of conditions rather than to "values" in Moore's sense. In the present paper, this theme is dealt with as regards the normative impact of Boolean compounds of intervenients. a 2 is to be "master of running", b 2 is to be "master of jumping", a 2 ∧ b 2 is to be "twofold master". a 3 is to have the right of the running prize, b 3 is to have the right of the jumping prize, c 3 = a 3 ∧ b 3 ∧ d 3 is to have the right of the excellence prize, namely (a 3 ) the right of the running prize, and (b 3 ) the right of the jumping prize, and, in addition, (d 3 ) the right of a special bonus prize for the twofold master. The example is illustrated in Fig. 8 B 1 , B 2 , J 1,2 , B 2 , B 3 , J 2,3 , B 1 , B 3 , B 1,3 that the intervenient a 2 ∧ b 2 is an organic whole in relation to B 3 . In other words: a 2 ∧ b 2 is an organic whole since the consequence c 3 = a 3 ∧ b 3 ∧ d 3 of the intervenient a 2 ∧ b 2 is "stronger" (P 3 ) than the "sum" a 3 ∧ b 3 of the consequence a 3 of a 2 and the consequence b 3 of b 2 . 25 Cf. Moore's summary in [19, p. 28] : "The value of a whole must not be assumed to be the same as the sum of the values of its parts". 26 Note that a disjunctive organic whole is constructed as the dual of a conjunctive organic whole. Note that a chain of four Bqo's can be continued at any length by adding B 5 , B 6 , and so on. In a chain of four or more Bqo's, the previous results for three Bqo's and intervenients will of course hold for any pair
Joinings of more than three
Bjs's chosen from the chain. 
The typology for different kinds of intervenient-minimality
The previous sections illustrate the role of intervenient concepts in the representation of a normative system. Of special interest is where intervenients exhibit different kinds of minimality. In Section 3 above, likewise as in our previous paper [15, Section 4], we underlined the central role of minimal joinings. One aspect of this importance relates to the effective formulation of a system; another aspect relates to greater facility when it comes to changing the system. Also, transitions from one normative system to another can be studied by an investigation of the formal structure of the set of minimal joinings.
The previous sections provide tools for distinguishing between different kinds of intervenient minimality. If a 2 ∈ Iv (B 2 , B 1 , B 3 ) and a 2 a 1 , a 3 , we say that, Combining the three cases, (1) As regards the importance of minimality emphasized above, note that the following holds given the assumptions at the beginning of Section 3: Suppose C 2 is a subset of B 2 consisting of correspondence-minimal intervenients from B 1 to B 3 and it holds that if a 1 , a 3 ∈ min J 1,3 then there is c 2 ∈ C 2 such that c 2 a 1 , a 3 . Then
Hence, a set of correspondence-minimal intervenients can be a convenient way for characterizing a set of joinings. 27 However, intervenients can be useful even if they are not correspondence-minimal. A type worth considering is 
Types of intervenient minimality in the ownership/trust example
In the example of Section 1.4, Fig. 3 , the disjunction of legally characterized ownership grounds, (purchase, inheritance, etc.) in B 2 , i.e., a is ground-minimal but neither correspondence-minimal nor consequence-minimal.
Related work
Previous work of ours
In our first major joint work on the subject of intermediate concepts, viz. [8] , we presented a number of ideas to be further developed in subsequent papers of ours. 31 The aim was to provide tools for a rational reconstruction of a legal system with intermediaries; the formal framework was that of a lattice L, of conditions and an implicative relation ℘ over L such that L ℘ , ℘ is generated by the equivalence relation ≈ ℘ . 32 Within this framework, we defined the notion of a lattice joining system A, B, C , with A the under-lattice, B the over-lattice and C the background lattice. We defined two kinds of linking relations between A and C, viz. the relations of "connection" and "coupling". We treated themes such as couplings satisfying a constraint, the relations "narrower" and "wider" for couplings, and the interrelation between coupling conditions and the notion of "intermediary".
In subsequent papers, we exchanged the main framework of lattices for a framework of Boolean quasi-orderings (Bqo's, cf. Section 2.2.2 above). 33 Connections and couplings now were thought of as relations between what we called "fragments"
of a Bqo. A Bqo B, ∧, , R was thought of as the "closure" of a supplemented Boolean algebra B, ∧, , ρ .
34 Also, the algebraic framework was made more abstract, so as to consider "condition implication structures" as models of the more abstract framework. Within this framework, the theory was further developed in various respects. In [9] , we introduced the idea of a normative system as a set of Bqo's, among which a "core" and a number of "amplifications"; in [10] we treated the problem of intermediate legal concepts that (like disposition concepts) express hypothetical consequences; in [24] we further developed the theory of connections; in [11] we treated the idea of subtraction and addition of norms; in [12] we proposed a model for normative positions within the algebraic framework; and, in [14] we dealt summarily with open and closed intermediaries. A third stage of development with regard to the general framework appeared with the introduction of Boolean joining systems (Bjs's, cf. above Section 2.4.2), first presented in [22] . Instead of considering connections and couplings between two fragments of one single Bqo, we now introduced the idea of a Bjs B 1 , B 2 , J with a joining relation J from one Bqo B 1 to another Bqo B 2 . We adjusted the analyses of the issues mentioned above to this framework and developed new themes.
In particular, in [13] and [14] , we introduced the notion of "intervenient" as a formal tool for analysing intermediaries in normative systems and began the development of a formal theory of intervenients. The theory of intervenients was further developed in [15] and included topics such as "bases of intervenients", "extendable and non-extendable intervenients", and negations of intervenients. The formal analysis of intervenients is continued in the present paper. As appears from the preceding pages, we focus on (1) intervenient minimality, (2) conjunctions and disjunctions of intervenients, (3) organic wholes of intervenients, and (4) a typology of different kinds of intervenients. Also (5), we pay attention to the properties of intervenients in a network of several Bjs's, with "strata" of Bqo's B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , . . . . While Fig. 1 in Section 1.1 is only introductory, the multi-strata character of the legal example in Section 1.4, Fig. 3 , is essential to the exposition.
Recent work of others
A logical analysis of external sentences of the kind "x counts-as y in s", where s is an institution (s can be a normative system), was proposed by Jones and Sergot in [5, 6] . The work of Jones and Sergot on "Counts-as" has been continued by a number of other authors. This subsequent work has many facets, developed over the past ten years. The book-length study [3] by Grossi provides axiomatization and semantics of the different counts-as operators.
31 [8] was based on our presentation at DEON'98 in Bologna. Our joint theory was presented for the first time in 1996 at the workshop (a cura di V.A.A. Martino) Logica, Informatica, Diritto, Pisa, 1996, in honor of Carlos Alchourrón. For references to another preparatory joint work in 1996 and to some early papers in Swedish by Lindahl, see [8] . 32 Our concern with intermediaries originally was inspired by the Scandinavian legal and philosophical discussion of intermediate concepts in the law, a discussion started in the 1940s by Ekelöf and Wedberg, and made well-known by Wedberg in [28] and Ross in [25, 26] . Other sources of inspiration were Dummett's theory of language, Gentzen's theory of natural deduction and the theory of normative systems of Alchourrón and Bulygin. (See [15, Section 1.2], for references.) 33 The idea of Boolean quasi-orderings and fragments was first presented already in 1998, see references in [23] . 34 Cf. [9] , from 1999.
Conclusion
In the paper we have developed a formal framework for studying joining systems using the theory of quasi-orderings, lattices, correspondences and Boolean algebras. Furthermore, continuing previous work on intermediate concepts, we have proved a number of results on weakest grounds, strongest consequences, minimal joinings and intervenients. We have taken a step towards extending the theory so as to incorporate networks of structures of intervenients. We have distinguished different kinds of intervenient-minimality, thereby establishing a typology.
Important tasks for future work is to incorporate a number of topics, dealt with in earlier papers (see especially [15] ), into the extended framework of networks of "strata" of intervenients. Among the topics to be dealt with are, in particular, the issue of "openness" and extendability of intervenients, the issue of gic-systems, and the issue of bases of intervenients for a system.
